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Activity/Event Report

Name of Event : Bid ho to Sahi - Bidding game on different commodities

Date of Conduction : 3rd April 2023

Class/Semester :MMS Batch 2022-2024

No. of Students & Faculty : 10 Groups of 5 Students each and Audience

Faculty Coordinator : Dr. Swati Agrawal and Prof. Himanshu Vaidya

Coordinator/Committee :MMS Student Committee

Judge : Prof. Amrita Matthew

Hosts: Samiksha Singh, Samiksha Patil and Shiva Sanghvi
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Objectives

To encourage students to compete to buy or win something by offering a price. Here

everyone wants to be the one who gets to buy the item, so they offer higher and higher

prices until someone wins. When the item is bought students are asked to make a

product out of them.

Description

The bidding competition to win different commodities by buying them was conducted in

Rhythm Ember 2k23 which was conducted on 3rd April 2023.

The competition began with welcoming the audience and the judge by the hosts

Ms.Samiksha Singh, Ms. Samiksha Patil and Mr.Shiva Sanghvi.

Our hosts then gave a brief introduction of the bidding competition, how it is conducted

and how participants have to bid. They explained all the rules of the game.

Moving forward, the hosts introduced the judge, Prof. Amrita Maam. who graced the

bidding competition with their presence to motivate and encourage the students to do

well and guide them throughout. Final decision was made by the judge.

Teams were given a fixed budget and they needed to use the budget wisely to BID for the

commodities listed in the auction. No registration fees were taken by the students.

Winners received certificates and appreciation by the judge.

As the game began in the first round of the competition all the teams started bidding on

the items we had for sale. The team was divided into groups of 5-6 students. Everyone

started buying the items and calculating their wallet to further collect the items.

After everyone brought the items they were given half, hour of time to create a product

of the items they received and the best product will be the winner. The event was

successful and it received a lovely response from the audience with maximum

participation.
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Once everyone presented their product and explained how they used the products they

bid on. Then the judges announced the winners:

Winner - MMS— Anshula kolhe, Sumedh Mane, Akshata Dhuri, ,Nikita Chopde and

Sunita Chaudhari

1st Runner Up - PGDM— Akshat Thakkar, Rohit Patil, Rakesh Chaughule, Omkar

Belnekar, and Karthaeth Kadam

2nd Runner Up -MMS— Krantikumar Rathod, Rudresh Dabhane, Shubham Dongre,

Mangesh Deshmukh and Sameer Kedia

The judge also highlighted the factors they considered while giving out the results and

how each of the winners added value to the competition with their opinions.

The competition came to an end after offering the Vote of Thanks towards Honorable

Shri Sunil Rane Sir - Executive President of Atharva Group of Institutions, Ms. Varsha

Rane Ma’am – Trustee, Atharva Institute of Management Studies, Prof. Amrita Matthew

Ma'am..– Judge for the competition, and to the core committee members with the efforts

of whom Bid ho toh Sahi was a great success.
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Activity/Event Report

Name of Event : Ek haat lo ek haat do - Bartering commodities

Date of Conduction : 5th April 2023

Class/Semester :MMS Batch 2022-2024

No. of Students & Faculty : 10 Groups of 5 Students each and Audience

Faculty Coordinator : Dr. Swati Agrawal and Prof. Himanshu Vaidya

Coordinator/Committee :MMS Student Committee

Judge : Prof. Amrita Matthew

Hosts: Bhumika Ingle, Damini Singh
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Objectives

To encourage students to compete for bartering of trading goods or services without

using money. It's like a trade where one person gives something they have, and in return,

they get something they want from another person.

Description

The bartering competition to barter commodities was conducted in Rhythm Ember 2k23

which was conducted on 5th April 2023.

The competition began with welcoming the audience and the judges by the hosts

Ms.Bhumika Ingle and Ms.Damini Singh.

Our hosts then gave a brief introduction of the bartering competition, how it is

conducted and how participants have to barter. They explained all the rules of the game.

Moving forward, the hosts introduced the judge, Prof. Amrita Matthew Ma'am. who

graced the bartering competition with their presence to motivate and encourage the

students to do well and guide them throughout. Final decision was made by the judge.

In order to survive, you need to barter to get all of the items you need to meet your basic

needs. To barter, you offer someone one item that you don’t need in exchange for

another item that you do need.

As the game began in the first round of the competition all the teams started trading on

the items with each other. The team was divided into groups of 5-6 students. Everyone

started trading the items to further make the best collection possible.

Remember, items that are harder to get may require larger trades. If it is becoming hard

for someone to win the game or no one is willing to make a trade the chance is given to

the next person. This will give the game a fresh start and give players new hands to trade

from.
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Then the judge announced the winners:

Winner - MMS— Anshula Khole, Akshada Dhuri, Sunita Chaudhary and Nikita Chopade

1st Runner Up - MMS— Shubham Dhongre, Kranti Kurmar Rathod, Mangesh Deshmukh

and Rudresh Dhahane

2nd Runner Up -MMS— Ashwini Khambar, Payal Kheur, Ganesh Vagal, Makrant Chavan

and Manish Sahu.

The judge also highlighted the factors they considered while giving out the results and

how each of the winners added value to the competition with their opinions.

The competition came to an end after offering the Vote of Thanks towards Honorable

Shri Sunil Rane Sir - Executive President of Atharva Group of Institutions, Ms. Varsha

Rane Ma’am – Trustee, Atharva Institute of Management Studies, Prof. Amrita Matthew

Ma'am – Judge for the competition, and to the core committee members with the efforts

of whom Ek haat lo ek haat do was a great success.
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Activity/Event Report

Name of Event : Technobuzz - Technology based Quiz Game

Date of Conduction : 5th April 2023

Class/Semester :MMS Batch 2022-2024

No. of Students & Faculty : 3 Groups of 2 Students each and Audience

Faculty Coordinator : Dr. Swati Agrawal and Prof. Himanshu Vaidya

Coordinator/Committee :MMS Student Committee

Judge : Dr. Shubhi Lal Agrawal.

Host: Himanshu Ingale, Anshula Kolhe.
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Objectives

To encourage students to compete against each other in tech-based quiz that tests the

knowledge of participants in the field of technology. The quiz was designed to cover

various aspects of technology, including hardware, software, coding, programming

languages, networking, cybersecurity, artificial intelligence, and emerging technologies.

Description

The Technobuzz quiz competition was conducted in Rhythm Ember 2k23 which was

conducted on 5th April 2023.

The competition began with welcoming the audience and the judges by the hosts Mr.

Himanshu Ingale and Ms. Anshula Kolhe.

Our hosts then gave a brief introduction of the quiz competition, how it is conducted and

how participants have to answer the question. They explained all the rules of the game.

Moving forward, the hosts introduced the judges, Dr. Shubhi Lal Agrawal, who graced

the quiz competition with their presence to motivate and encourage the students to do

well and guide them throughout the event. Final decision was made by the judge.

A tech-based quiz is a fun and informative way to test the knowledge of technology

enthusiasts, whether it be for personal interest or professional development. Students

were tested in each field of technology and asked questions about the same.

As the game began it had four different rounds and each round contained different

points and timings as well as categories. The rounds were Quick as you can– in which

contestants had to answer as quickly as possible, Reality check– in which hosts asked

about real life example questions, Select category– in which each team had to choose a

category to answer questions form and the last round Guess the tech– where contestants

had to guess a piece of tech.
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After all the rounds were completed the total score of each round for each team was

done and then the judge announced the winners:

Winner - MMS—Nayan solanki, Bhumika Ingale

1st Runner Up - MMS— Sumedh Mane, Nikita Chopde

The judge also highlighted the factors they considered while giving out the results and

how each of the winners added value to the competition with their opinions.

The competition came to an end after offering the Vote of Thanks towards Honorable

Shri Sunil Rane Sir - Executive President of Atharva Group of Institutions, Ms. Varsha

Rane Ma’am – Trustee, Atharva Institute of Management Studies, Dr. Shubhi Lal Agrawal

– Judge for the competition, and to the core committee members with the efforts of

whom Technobuzz was a great success.
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Glimpse of the Events
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Report prepared by – Mr. Aniket Lonkar (MMS)

Report Verified by – Dr. Swati Agrawal and Prof. Himanshu Vaidya
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